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William Faulkner's address to the graduating class
of Pine Manor- ,Junior College in 1953 began wi th this
unlikely statement:
What's wrong with this world is, it's
not finished yet. It is not completed to that
point where man can put his final signature to
the job and say, It is finished. We made it
and it works. Because only man can complete
it. Not God, but man. It is manls destiny
and proof of his immortality too, that his is
the choice between ending the world, effacing
it from the Long armal of time and space, and
completing it.I
This s tatemen t seems to show Faulkner's faith in
man and in his freedom of choice. lVlanis a noble creature,
endowed with the capacity not only to endure but to pre-
vail, as Faulkner states in the now famo'ue Stockholm
address. Man has the capacity to achieve greatness, but
whether or not he lives up to his potential is up to him.
Realizing his potential and asswn~ng responsibility for
his actions placed a burden on the Fau Lkne r-Lan character.
Some of those characters could accept the burden; others
obviously could not.
lWilliam Faulkner, Essays, Speeches and Public
Letters, James B. lIiJeriwether--[ed.), (Nev.) YOI'k, 1965),
p. 135.
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F'auUrr1er places the highes t value on what repeatedly
he ealls the verities of the human heart--love, honor, com-
passion, pity, pride,. endurance, sacrifice, and courage.
If these qualities of the heart are strong enough, they can
raise man to a level whereby he is capable of brotherhood
and choice--indeed, man can realize his fullest; capabili ties
because he will be in harmony with nature and with the
finest qualities in his fellow man. Of all F'aulkner's char-
acters the gentleman best exemplifies the attempt to find
and to live by these virtues. 'These are the ideals toward
which F'aulkner's gentleman was striving. He attempted to
live by a code of conduct in order to find these idealso
'1'his paper proposes to examine the concept of
Faulkner's gentlernan--his strengths and weaknesses, the
reasons for his success or failure--in order to show
Faulkner'S belief that man is capable of reaching the
highes t in human exi.s tence if he unders tands and practices
what the heart of the virtuous man knows.. The paper will
first attempt to define the code by which the gentleman
lived or should live or tried to live and the struggle he
often experienced in trying to adhere to that code. The
paper will deal with four examples of the gentleman: tl.",O
who accept the code easily but uncomprehendingly as a part
of their inheritance (one of these two reduces the code to
physical courage and the other idealizes it to a concept
of abstract honor); one who seeks to create the code by
v
sheer force of will; and one who acts independently by the
best of the code.
The code was not aLway s understood by the gentleman
seeking to follow it. Sometimes be cauae of tainted inheri-
tance he seemed doomed to fail in his attempts to practice
honor or courage; sometimes he refused to adapt his code to
the changing times. Achieving the spirit of the code
required the gentleman to accept responsibility, and if he
failed, it was precisely because of his inability to accept
responsibility for his awn actions--in effect, to strive
for the truths of the heart in his everyday living. In this
way he became an easy mark for the likes of the Snopes clan.
Faulkner'S code demanded the best that his gentleman had to
offer. As the knowing Boss Priest tells the boy Lucius in
The Rei~~~, ilA gentleman accepts the responsibilities of
his actions.n2
'The gentleman found himself in a unique posi tian after
the Civil War. Old standards of living had been destroyed;
the Southern graciousness gave way to tho rape of the land
by the Northerner. Yet the North was not alone at fauLt.
(Indeed in the earlier part of Faulkner's legend the Indians
are not entirely blameless for the destruction of the land.)
Perhaps too much emphasis has been placed on the position of'
the South in Faulkner's work, for he believes that the virtues
2Willianl Faulkner, 'TheRei vers (New York, 1962), p , 302.
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of the heart, if strong enough, wil} lead man to freedom
and brotherhood in any age or place. The gentleman did
not have to become a Snopes, characterized by greed and
single-minded materialism, or become passive or meekly
accept the changing temper of the times, for none of
these gave any real sense of satisfaction to him. He
could still act responsibly by practicing what his heart:;
taught him. If the entire body of Faulkner's Yoknapatawpha
work is a somewhat nostalgic farewell to the Old South, as
some critics have s'uggested, then it is also a posi title
statement elaborating the many fine qu.alities that ought
to be preserved in a world whieh seems concerned with
values that can be measured only in terms of money or
prestige. And FauHmer's truths, which cannot be measured
in terms of money or prestige, are his positive statement
in terms of man Is endurance. This posi tive point of view
is part of tbis paperl s justification--man can become
better than he is. Through an e:xarnina.tionof the classi-
fications of gentlemen previously outlined, the pa.per
proposes to shoW that though Faulkner believes that a
certain deterioration haS taken place, his gentlemen can
live successfully with a vital and meaningful code of
e:xistence--a code that places the highest values on the
teachings of the heart.
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CHAPTEH I
'l.'IlE GEN'l'LElVlAN AND THE CODE
William Faulkner's gentleman is tremendously impor-
tant in his fiction. 'I'he gentleman is the mor-a L center for
much of what Faulkner has to say. 'I'h.e gentleman must test
himself and face tests set before him by man and by nature.
Because he often faces difficult cbDices, he is often in con-
flict with himself'. He must "wi.t.humility and pride test
his own nobility by the pity and charity and justice he
shows all men.!11 The gentleman appears in almost every
novel and in most of the short stories. He is clearly one
of F'aulkner t s cons tan t and vi tal concerns.
The idea of the gentleman was not, of cours8, a new
one with Faulkner. In the fourteenth century a convenient
term was needed to include pro.fessional soldiers, younger
sons, and other semi-noble but unlanded men, so the term
"gentleman 11 was coined. 2 'I'rie concept 01' the gentleman in
America, especially in the South, was an out.g r-cwt.hof t.he
-------
lSister lVIaryDamascene Brocki, "Fau Lkrie r- and
Hemingway: Values in a Moder'llWorld, 11 Ivlark 'rwain Journal_,
XI, No. Ll-(Summer, 1962),8.
2Edwin Harrison Cady, '1'heGentleman in America (New
York, 19~_9), p , 2.
1
2European concept fostered by t.r-adi tionally landed and
we a1 t.hy gen try ~
,John Smi th realized long ago that it did not take
gentlemen to build a colony; it took hard workers. He
realized that he needed more than the seventeenth century
English gentleman if he were to succeed in making Virginia
a productive concern~ Nevertheless, America received some
of her ear1ies t impressions of the gentleman f'r-om Smi th
and his colonists at Jamestown. The ideal of the gentleman
was intensified and reshaped there. The typical Virginia
gentleman emphasized the ideal of country life and handsome
houses.3 "The Virginia gentry composed an aristocracy not
only of wealth and posi tion but of intelligence and learn-
ing. "LI_ The gentleman was not a slave to pleasure just as
he was not a slave to work.5 Land was, of course, impor-
tant to the gentleman. While the social posi tion of his
ancestors may not have been important, the outlook of the
original southern gentleman was aristocratic. Younger sons
of landed English gentry usually came to America.6 Here
the gentleman had to create for himself, but he was usually
3Jay B. Hubbell, Southern Life in Fiction (Athens,
Georgia, 1960), p. 37.
4Lewis B. Wright, The F'irst Gentlemen of v~ni.~
Marino, California, 1940), p. 349 •.
5Cady, Ope cLt , , p , 55.
6Wr ight, ~ cit., p e 41.
(San
3given land for growing tobacco. '7 W11.enslave labor was
introduced, the aristocracy could crush the small land
owner. Hence, the class of'landed aris tocracy grev,
rapidly.
When cotton replaced tobacco as a prime product
in the South, the gentleman imported slaves. With the
help of slave labor, the gentleman lived in elegant
splendor on a large plantation. The "forthright, high-
minded agrarian gentlemanll had a responsibility to his
community as well as to himself.8 He was expected to be
generous and helpful. "Natural gentlemen, like genuine
talents or natural athletes, start with immense advan~
tages ..,,9 Some of the most practical of these advantages
were land and money.. Before 1860 a whi te man could lay
claim to the title of gentry if he acquired land and slaves ..
Perhaps the ideal American gentleman is representative of
the whole American dream--"the possibilities for excellence
in man."IO James Fenimore Cooper saw this dream as honesty
11and respectability in the gentleman; Oliver vlendell
Holmes saw it as the concept of "he Hho depends completely
'71rJright,Ope c i t , , p , 4.
8CadY, Ope cit .., p , 126.
91bid., p. 211.
10Ibid., p. 32.
1llbid~, p , 125.
lr)
on h.i.soriginal perceptions of thet;rue and the beaut i.f'uL; rr c:
and William Faulkner saw it as man 1 s capacity to rise above
b.i.ms e Lf",
\vhat, then, cons ti t.ut es a gentleman'? A gentleman
is not a saint. He is alive and vital; he is involved--
or trying to be involved--in his own destiny_ He has the
freedom and the power to choose right from wr-orig • Edwin
Cady says that
a gentleman is a man whose inner balance of
sensibility, good will, and integrity issues
in moral dependability (thB instinct to serve
other people!s physical and psychological
needs); and in the excellent performance of
some good social function. Or it is anyone.
who is sincerely trying to be a gent1eman.l3
Faulkner!s gentleman does not always measure up to
the defini tion of t.h.o ideal gentleman. 'I'hree of the four
gentlemen to be discussed in this paper lack the qualities
which Cady attributes to the gentleman. F8ulkner!s gentle-
man shows the conflict of the heart with itself. It is
through this conflict that the gentleman can become a better
person.
hThat are the fundmnental characteristics of the codeby
which a gentleman should try to live? A gentleman possesses
the capacity for forti tude,honor, compassion, pity, pride, eridurv-
arice,sacr-LfLce,and courage. Of these qualities, Faulkner' says,
12cady, 2£. cit., p. 178.
13Ibid., p. 211.
One pr-ac t i.ce.s-c-Lr-Le s to pr-aotl ce them
simply because they are the edifice on which
the whole history of man has been founded and
by means of' which ••• he has endured this
long. Man has endured despite his frail ty
??cau~[e he accepts and believes in those veri-
t;lesol~
This would seem to be F'aullmer Is pos i ti ve s t.at ement sup-
porting a code which can indeed support man and help him
to become better than he is. Elmo Howell feels that the
Southern gentleman typifies the "pi tiful end of an order,"
that he has f'ound a place in American fiction Honly because
o.f his abnormality as a human being.!ll5 vfuile it is true
tha t the gen t.Leman does not "make tender love and perform
dashing deeds," Howell himself admits that what Paulkner
upholds is not the physical manifestations of the old
order but rather the best of its spirit.16 This spirit
seems to be the basis for Faulkner'S belief that man is
capable of brotherhood if he unders tands and prac ti ces
the verities of the heart. Faulkner calls these virtues
lithe old tzn l.ver-aeL truths ••• love and honor and pity
and pr-I de and compassion and sacrifice ."17 He says that
they can "help man endure by lifting his heart, by
l4Flrederick L. Gwynn and Joseph L. Blotner (ed.),
faulkner in the Universi ty (NewYork, 1959), p. 133.
15Elmo Howell, "Colonel Sartoris Snopes and
Faulkner's AY'istocrats," rl1heCarol-ina Quarter~, XI, No.3
(SlJmmer, 1959), 11+_
16Ib"d 19.~., p.
17Hamilton Basso, I!Wil1iam F'aulkner: Man and v1Jriter,fI
Satur~ Review, XLV, No. 29 (July 28, 1962), 13.
6reminding hi:m of the courage and honor and love and pi ty
and compassion and pride and sacrifice which have been
the glory of his pasteu18 Fantastic wealth, splendid
houses, and social graces are meaningless vd thout the
spirit of morality to shape men's lives. Paulkner's
code provides this spirit, and it is this spirit which
makes a man responsible for his actions. In order to
define the code, the gentleman needed to uride r-st.and b.Lni-
s elf and ot.he r-s and the land. :F'aul1mer1 s code puts
special emphasis on independent action and self-responsi-
bility ~ The FauJJmerian gentleman is responsible for his
destiny, and per'b.ap s this is his curse as well as his
Ieblessing. ) Freedom to choose must be inherent in under~"
stcmding oneself. The old ordor of the South aI Lowe d a
man to "define himself by setting up codes, concepts of
virtue .• obligations, and by accepting the risks of his
humanl ty. ,,20 rl'he accep tance of the risks included the
consequences of choices he made ~ Understanding of one-
self' also Lrivo I ved a recogni tion of t.he cx.is berice of evil.
ltJhen the gentleman got too far afield from the teachings
of his he art , the sense of evil could envelope his Whole
18wil1iam Faulkner, Essays,_.!?~~~ches and Publ~c
Letter~, James Be Meriwether (ed::), (NewYork, 19t)5·r, p .. 120"
19pierre Emmanuel, IY.F'aull·mer and the Sense of Sin, II
Harvard Advocate, CXXV,No.2 (November, 1951), 20.
20Irving H01rJC, William F'8.ulkner: A Critical Study
(New York, 1961), p. 42.
7being. Man must recognize the evil, but he should realize
tb.at he has the capac i.ty to overcome evil & If Pau.Lkrie r-
sees the wor-Ld as 1.allen and redeemed at the s ame t.Lme , 21
it would seem a fair assumption that his 1.irlf::1l conc orr-
tration is not on the fall but on the r-e dempt.Lon,
The gentleman's relationships Hith others formed a
second portion of' the code. The Civil War displaced many
gen tlemen; it also gave many the chance to :fight honorably
i'or a cause, even t.hough the cause may have been unjust.
(rhe gentleman f ought for a sys tem he loved, for its innate
goodness, and, he thought, for peOI)le who cared about b.i.m,
He passed this bravery to future generations just as he
passed the besetting sin of slavery. The code of the Old
south included the gestures, concepts, and attitudes along
wi th blood and name whi ch every family handed down. The
gentleman's code demanded honor and t.r-u s t and total dedi-
cation; obviously i'e"v men could resllOnd with the totali ty
of their being. The code was a two-edged sword; it per-
mitted slavery, yet it demanded freedom for its members.
Such a code obviously suffered severe strains as time
passed. 'I'herefore, the F'aulknerian code would attempt to
exclude racial discrimination; it advocated a brotherhood
between black and whi te. rrhe recognition of all people as
human beings di d not come eas ily for the gen t.Lem.an, The
21J·ohn \/.]. Hunt, William F'8.lJ.llmer: Art in rr~e010...eicr:~.
Tension (Syracuse, 1965), p: 3. -
8denial of' the humani by of the Negro was a failure on the
par t. of the gentleman to practice love and compassion e
A man could not abuse or hold property in another man;
this denied his humanity. Indeed it is this denial that
was the curse of tbe .South-~not so much that a white man
held a black man as a slave but that in so doing the
former denied to the latter the right to be human.
Faulkner I s code demanded recognition of the sacred-
ness of the land. people do not control land; it does not
belong to them individually. Instead they belong to the
land and it controls them. 'I'hi.a concept seems to be cr-u-
cia11y important in the tremendous sense of place Faulkner
finds in his own "postage stamp of soil," which he chris-
tened Yoknapa tawpha County.. }Iran has corrupted nature
because he has attempted to own it--worse yet, to chop it
up and parcel it out. 'The gentleman usually possessed
land, or he Has striving to acquire it. But if he valued
land because he could turn it into money, he was denying
its sacredness. Ifl:;b.is idea consumed him, he could expect
to fail because he would be attempting to possess land in
much the same way as he attempted to possess the Negro.
Both actions denied the f'undamental virtues of' love and
concern and were therefore contrary to the best of the
code.
'l'he practice of' the gentleman I s code could be his
salvation or his destruction. If' Yolmapatawpha is not
9really ever-ywb.e r-e, then surely its parallels are every-
vJhere; for, like Faulkner's gentleman, man must choose
responsibly to accept or to reject the teachingu of
22his heart. 'Thomas Hudson has made the statement that
man is not tragic or heroic in the modern world, that he
has no sense of dignity. 23 However, in F'aulkner's terms J
man possesses the capacity to become heroic.
In order to provide a focus for this study, the
gentlemen selected are in some respect aristocratic. They
will serve to illustrate various reactions to the gentle-
man's code. ('I'hereare, of course, in F'aulkner's work
those who possess the traits of the gentleman who are not
aristocrats.) Some gentlemen like the Sartorises and the
COTIlpSOnS inheri ted arid ea s .iLy accepte d the ir code -buts aw
it only in a fragmented i'orm and thereby los t vital contact
with it; some like Sutpen would create the code by sheer
force 01' will; and some L'i.ke Priest attempted to live by
the best of the code. In terms of the gentleman's attempt
to define himself and to define his relationships with
others and with the land, this paper proposes to analyze
four gentlemen of Yoknapatawpha County with respect to the
code: the Sartoris farnily-·-specifically young Bayar-d
22 .Hun t, OP. C1 t ., p. 3.-----
23r_r1homas Hudson, 111dilliamFaulkner: Mystic and
'I'r-a di,tional ist ,I! Perspec tive., III, No. 4 (Aut.umn, 1950),
229.
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,Sartoris of Sartoris; t.he Compsoris--specifically Quentin
sutpen of Ab.~alom, Absalom!
and Lucius Priest of 'I'h.oReivers. These four novels repre-
sent FauLkrier- from one of his earliest wor-ks to his last
work. Though time treated. in the first and last work to
be discussed is roughly equivalent (post World ""Jar I in
Sartoris and 1905 in The Reivers_), Faulkner has his cen-
tral characters learning something quite different in terms
of his code. By examining these four novels, the reader
can see that Faulkner is clearly working from the failure




The gentleman's code represented a way of' life in
the South, a way of life destroyed by the. Civil War. But
it also represented a spirit which could be applicable in
any age. While Paulkner clearly admires the spirit which
the code embodies, the implementation of the code shows
on the part of some of the gentlemen either a lack of
understanding of' the code or a lack of desire to put into
pr-actice the ideals which it represents. Faulkner's at ti.-
tude toward the Southern aristocrat is benevolent, yet he
recognizes the aristocrat's potentiality for moral falli-
bility as well as his capacity for greatness. Sartoris,
published in 1929, is, of course, among Paulkner's early
work. F'or: this reason, an examination of one of his ear-
1iest gentlemen would seem in order. This chapter will
focus upon young Bayard Sartoris, a principal character
of Sartoris.
The Sartoris family is considered one of Faulkner IS
major families of Yoknapatawpha County. Sartorises are




an old family in Yoknapatawpha County, stretching back
through generations of John and Bayard Sartorises. In
the early generations of Sartorises, a Sarto1'is gentle-
man could easily accept the gentleman Is code because it
had been given to him through inheritance and because
it 1'ithis condi tions for living since his place as an
aris tocra tic Southern plantation gentleman was secure ~
Of course, ODe must r-emember- that Southern plantation
conditions were conducive to the code before the Civil
War; and when that leisurely 1rJayof life was destroyed,
some of the generous spirit of the code of courage and
honor was destroyed with it. The Sartoris gentleman
questioned the code to no real degree. He accepted it
passively, and through the decades his code became less
vi tal and meaningful.
As Sartoris opens, young Bayard is returning from
World War I in 1919. His grandfather, old Bayard, and
his aunt, Miss Jenny,. are awaiting his return. When
Bayard comes home, he finds himself unsettled, restless
and in conflict with practically everything and everyone.
Re wants to become a part of Jefferson, his home town,
and he wants to find meaning for his life. This search
constitutes the major conflict of the novel, and young
Bayard is never able to resolve it satisfactorily because
the code of the gentleman which he has inheri ted is not
13
meaningful to him since he sees only one small. part of it,
courage, and that part in a distorted Lmage , In an attempt
to find meaning for his life, he marries Narcissa Benbow ,
but marriage provides no stability for him. He feels
vaguely guilty because of his twin brother's death; he
says he should have told John that he would never make a
pilot. He also experiences feelings of guilt for tho death
of old Bayard because the latter dies from a heart attack
he suffers when he is riding in an automobile which young
Bayard drives recklessly- After his grandfather's death
,
Bayard leaves J-efferson and is eventually killed while test-
flying an airplane.
In order to shoW the diminished code in young Bayard
it is first necessary to see the stronger qualities of the
code in old Bayard, young Bayard's grandfather. Old Bayard
(Though The
Unvanguished was not published until 1938, its various
sections were published earlier, and it deals with the
Sartorises at approximatelY the Civil War era.) The
Unvanquished deals with the maturation of Bayard (old
Bayard of sartoris) and his attitudes toward his family.
Bayard's definition of courage begins to take shape when
he pursues the murderer of his grandmother. He chases the
bushwhacker Grumby and finally kills him. While it is true
that Bayard felt that his grandmother's murderer had to be
_-- -~ ..~-~--
brought to ,justice, there waS really no authority to whom
he could appeal sLnce the country was nearly Law.l.ess at
the time. He showed a kind of courage beyond his fifteen
years by pursuing the fugitive.
A second incident will serve to illustrate Bayard's
courage and his code of conduct. pushed too far by J"ohn,
Bayard's father, in an effort to get a railroad bui 1t,
Redmond, (called Redlavv in sartoris), a poli tical enemy,
has killed John Sartoris. Bayard feels he must face his
father's assassin, though he also feels that his father
acted ruthlessly in his dealings with Redmond. '1'here1'ore,
Bayard has a difficult choice to make: he cannot kill
Redmond, yet he will be accused of cowardice if he does
not.. The community urges, even expects, Bayard to exact
revenge for hiS father's death. His decision to face
Redmond, but to do so unarmed, does not repudiate the code
but rather shoWS it in the larger context of the complex
action of living. Bayard still showS courage and, of
course, he risks death. HiS AUl1t Jenny tells him, "I
know you are not afraid, II and Bayard replies, "What good
will that do? • • • I must Ii v e with myself, you see. ,,1
When Bayard confronts Redmond, the latter aims and shoots
a g'lm at him, but he clearly shoots to m.isa , After this
IWilliarn Faulkner, .1he Un:::anqu~sh~d (New york, 1938),
p , 276. (Hereafter in thlS paper, prlmary sources will be
initially acknowledged in footnotes; subsequent references
will be indicated in the text by page numbers only e )
encounter, Hedmond leaves, stumbling t.owar-d the railroad
et.at i.on , ncve r '1-0 return to Jeffex'son. C Tv' - :rcorge iiI./'yatt, a
friend of the family, tells Bayard ar t.e.r the Lnci,den t ,
!II wouldn I t have done it that way myself
But
tha t t s your way or yO'Ll.wouldn I t have done it ..11 (p ~ 289)
lJ'hus, Bayard has saved face and has, at the same time,
upheld the family pride and honor. Because he does not
kill Redmond, he admi ts taci tly that his father has been
partially at fault, and he [las set the stage for honor
which does not requ,ire revenge ..
Bayard has shown that ~0,
revenge e
Between Jh~.~TaJ1~l-~!?-_ed and ~~oris is a gener-
ation of sartorises about whomwe know very little, for




gentleman can sholN GOurage in other ways than by seeking
t irne , By means of varioUS incidents in ~!l.~ the
reader can discern that old Bayard (Bayard of "rhe
Unvanquishcd) has married and ni.s vdfe has di.ed , 'l'hey
--,-.........-~-~---
had a SOD, JObIl, who is alSO dead in 1919, the time most
of the events of sartoris occur~ John Sartoris and his-------
wife had twin sons , Bayard (young Bayard of Sa.!.!.£.£i~) and
Jo1m. Both Bayard and Jobn fought in World War I, and
.John died in air combat eWhile Bayard was at war, his
wif'e and infant son had died.
If it is assumed that old Bayard shovfed courage by
not killing Redmond, then it is reasonable to as sume that
~---.
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young Bay ar-d Is dei'inition of' courage is radically diff'erent
from his grandfather's definition. Indeed, Bayard's major
conflict concerns the demands of the code 1'01'" courage and
his inabili ty to live up to these demands because of his
distorted and fragmentary definition of courage. Bayard
has reduced courage to reckless behavior--the need to
attempt the dangerous0 He sees little or nothing of the
generous spirit which the code also embodies8
A precedent for Bayard's definition of courage as
reckless behavior may be seen in an account of the first
Bayard Sartoris's foolhardiness. During a battle of the
Civil War a prisoner of General Stuart had told Confederate
troops that "at least General Stuart did not capture our
anchovies,,2 in a raid which he had led. Hearing this,
Bayard galloped off to steal the anchovies and was shot
in the back with a derringer. Stuart had earlier declared
that comforts should be provided "for the officer suffering
the f'ortune of war. No gentleman would do less. II (p, 16)
The prisoner's retort had been, "No gentleman has any busi.«
ness in this war. There is no place for him here." (p. 16)
Young Bayard, Li.ke the firs t Bayard, responds blindly to
what he thinks courage involves instead of considering
2vJilliam F'aulkner, 8artoris (New York, 1929), p~ 16 ..
(Subsequent page re.ferences in the text of this chapter are
to 8artoris ..)
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ra tional1y what the consequences of'his actions may be.
Ri char-d C. Carpenter calls this sor t; of courage tithe
Sartoris concept of'glamorous 3courage.!!
The difference between thB kind of courage i11u8-
trated in the anchovies incident and the noble courage
old Bayard displays by facing Hedmond unarmed is obvious.
Old Bayard and young Bayard show these different kinds of
courage. Old Bayard displays a respect for life; young
Bayard is heedless of life. Faulkner shows r-epe at.edf.y in
Sartoris that Bayard's life is void of meaning. Because
of' this lack of meaning and because he finds little accept >
ance from his family, his life is fragmented. Just as the
Civil War upset the lives of Bayard's ancestors, so World
War I leaves Bayard with no sense of place and costs the
life of his twin brother. Bayard feels a sense of doom
himself; in fact, the Sartorises have always been some-
what fatalistic. In an effort to overcome his feelings
of vague guilt and inadequacy and doorn, Bayard tries to
practice the only part of the code he knows--courage.
Several instances will illustrate Bayard's notion of courage
and his subsequent i'oolhardiness.
Young Bayard, at one point, is driving the car too
fast and comes over a hill with a bridge at the foot of it.
He misses the bridge and crashes the car into the water.
3Hichard C. Carpenter, l!Faulkner!s Sartoris, l! The
fl!y)licat<2.!:.,XIV, No.7' (AprLl , 1956), 41.
Two Negroes find him arid lift him to the bank. 'l'h.ey take
him to the Sartoris house; the doctor arrives; and Bayard
_.s put into a cast suffering from numerous broken bones
and sprains. Faulkner says that Bayard t'e Lt "t.r-appJed .
.t" l_n
the very cunning fabric that had betrayed him who had
dared crlarlCetoo much .
At another point Bayard feels compelled to show
Simon, the Sartoris Negro driver, how fast the car will
go. Simon is reluctant to go with him at all but finally
consents when Bayard promises to drive slowly. He drives
slowly only pas t the gates ~ and Simon, frightened, finally
gets out of the car and walks horne.
Finally the reckless driving results in old Bayard!s
death. After the first accident it is determined that
someone must ride with young Bayard. His grandfather goes
with him on a trip where they are driving on a treach-
erous, thawing road. rfhey slip off the road near a
precipice and while young Bayard tries to get the car
righted, old Bayard sufferS a heart attack and dies.
In addition to the driving antics, Bayard feels
compelled to attempt the dangerous in his testing of air-
planes. He may feel a certain closeness to his broth~r
.lohri in Ghat he (Bayard) dies testing an experimental plane.
'I'hese examples will serve to show Bayard Is need to display
courage. But it is a courage which has no nobility; it is,
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in reality, only foolish. Cleanth Brooks feels that
Bayard is doomed in that he must attempt the dangerous,
just as m.any of his ancestors did.4
In order to practice the code t.he gentleman needed
to understand it. While by trt:lditiona gentle.man may have
performed dashing deedS, he did not do insane deeds, as
Bayard thinks he must do to show courage. Narcissa Bcnbow ,
the young lady whom Bayard eventually marries and then
leaves, asks: HlVhat'she done that a gentleman doesn't
do, Aunt Sally'? Why, jumping off water tanks and going
up in balloons JUs t to scare folks. 11 (p. ,(1) Years earlier
J·ohn Sartoris had said,
In the nineteenth century genealogy is
POppyoock ••• yet ~b.eman who professes to
care noth~ng about h18 forabearers is only a
little leSS vain than the m.an who bases all
his actions on blood precedent. And I reckon
a S&r'~oris C~n htaVe ~ li't't~e va:r:dty and poppy'"





f'd has lived with the knowledge of his heri tage
and its preced€:itl'bS81.11hi.s life; and l::u:;,r.\l.Qe~fiQ'b Ul'jJ!~'"
stand it, for it has not prepared him to live in a post-
spirit of his code as well as its outwa~d manifestations.
He follows the i.'ot'rn oi'the code, 'bu'e no'C the spirit. I '1#
is the emphasis on action and self-responsibility of a
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gentleman that fits him for living in the society in which
Bayard finds himself. Each time Bayard tries to take
action, he finds something in his itmy. He cannot even
come home from the war in the way he would like.. Simon,
the old Negro servant, is told by a section hand on the
railroad that Bayard has jumped off the t.rat.n , Bayard
returns home during the night, almost sneaking in e '1'he
book, in fact, opens with Simon's frantic efforts to tell
the story he has just heard. Bayard's efforts to drive
the car are almost always thwarted. VJhen he drives, some-
one tries, if not always successfully, to go with him.
Bayard has a habit of going on hunts about midnight.
Caspey and Isom, Negro servants, often accompany him.
Narcissa goes with him for a while, but she does not
enjoy the hunts.. So Bayard goes out at night to hunt,
sometimes returning at dawn. Faulkner says that after
his return II they [Bayard and NarcissaJ would lie, holding
to one another in the darkness and the temporary abeyance
of rri s despair and the isolation of that doom he could
not escape. II (p ~ 289)
If one accepts the fatalism of Sa1'toris tradition,
as some critics have suggested, then Bayard is failing to
live up to the best of the spirit of the code. Aunt Jenny
asks Dr. Peabody, the local physician, "Did you ever hear
of a Sa1'to1'isdying from a natural cause like anybody else?"
(p, 103) After Bayard1s death, Aunt Jenny and Narcissa are
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discussing the name of his chiLd, Even unborn, the child
has been named .John to uphold the tradition. Narcissa
tells Jenny that she has named the child Benbo!JIJ..
And do you think that I11 do any good '?
Miss Jenny demanded. Do you think you can
change one of I em wi th a name? " _ ~.. Do you.
think .. ., • that because his name is BenbNJ,
he'll be any less a Sartoris and a scoundrel
and a fool? (p. 380)
perhaps Hiss Jenny is merely old and tired; riever t.heLes s ,
she has seen old Bayard killed riding in young Bayard1s
car and young Bayard dead experimenting wi th an airplane ..
She has every reason to suspect the fatalistic notion
inherent in every Sartoris gentleman and that naming one
Benbow is not likely to halt the tradition.
If young Bayard cannot live up to the code in his
understanding of courage, in some of his relationships
wi th other people he comes s omewhat- closer. But this
statement must be qualified in that the places where
Bayard finds any sense of self or of othBrs are with the
country folk such as the McCallUlTIs. 'rhe McCallUlTIsare a
backwoods family living almost primitively, not far from
Jef.ferson.. 'The McCallums do not demand anything from
Bayard; they have no code to upJ:lOlde He finds solace
here because he f'eels no pressure to act in any way..
young Bayard sees the McCallums on at least two occasions ..
On both occasions he indulges heavily in whiskey.. 'I'he
first occasion occurs immediately after Simon refuses to
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ride with him" The reader gets some insight into the
profound loss he has felt at the death of his brother.
(Before going home, Bayard has, in fact, visited the
cemetery" ) Bayard says that he knew that Jo1m wou ld
never make a pilot. If Bayard finds ~Dy comfort, it
is with the McCallums because here he does not feel that
he must show courage. Sartor'i8es do not have to respond
in any specified manner when there are no pressures
exerted~ Here Bayard can vent his feeling of grief for
John 8 Bayard also goes to the McCallum place after the
accident which killed his grandfather. The McCallums
were apparently unaware of the accident. Bayard hunts
possum, r-uns the dogs, and drinks wi th the lJlcCall1J1ns.
He leaves on Christmas Eve and spends the night and the
next day with an old Negro and his family, after Hhich
he gets on the train and never r-et.ur-ris• While he is at
the McCallums, he thinks about the events of the past
few months:
He stared into the fire for a time,
rubbing his hands slowly on his knees, and
for an instant he saw the recent months of
his life coldly in all their headlong and
heedless wastefulness; saw its entirety like
the swift unrolling of a i'ilm, culminating
in that which he had been warned against and
that any fool might have forseen. Well, d8Jr1n
it, suppose it had: was he litoblame? Had he
insisted that his grandfather ride wi th him'?'
Had he given the old fellow a bum heart? and
then, coldly: You were afraid to go home.
you made a nigger sneak your horse out t.~you.
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~ou, who...1~libe:r:atelY _do thin.~ ;yo1£:
_~dgtner~.:Ltells you max n~t be successful,
even possible, .§;;lZ_ea..!!.§;id to face the
c<?ps~9uences of your 0~!2 ac ts • 'I1hen
again something bitter and deep and sleep-
Le s e in him blazed out in vindic ation and
justification and accusation; what, he
knew not, blazing out at what, Whom, he
did not know: You did it! You caused it
~l; you k~-Tp e jil j --
Bayard sees that he does not know how to practice his
code; .Ire sees ni.s guilt in the deaths of his grand,-
father and brother, and he is determined to leave
Jeff'erson.. He cannot find refuge forever at the
McCall
ums
, for he knoWS they will hear of old Bayard1s
death.
Bayard cannot rela'te to Narcissa.. Horace, her
brother, tries to tell Narcissa that all gentlemen
have secrets, but Narcissa knoWS that all gentlemen
do not go off on midnight hunts, as Bayard does. Not
all gentlemen must drive automobiles so extremely fast
as Bayard does. Bayard'S marriage is unsatisfactory,
for he does not understand Narcissa, nor she him ..
BaY8.rd is a good example of the gentleman in 8.
modern world who doeS not knoW his own identity. His
life in a complex post-world War I society is not at
all simple. So be turns to materialism as a partial
answer and finds th8.t it is no answer at a.Ll., By plac-
ing value on cars and airplanes, be finally alienates
his wife and is responsible for the death of his
2L~
gr-aridf ather. Bayard is 8_ roman tic in a world 1rJherethere
is little or no place for the romantic. If he wants to
perform dashing deeds, either there are none to be per~
formed or he does not know how to perform thern. ·8 k.roo. s
has pointed out that Bayard neads to court d~gcr.5 In
order to achieve any sense of self, he must perform acts
demanding courage because he thinks that this is what is
expected of him. Bayard has never reaLLy understood the
spirit of the code even though it is his heritage.
Bayard represents, then., the unconscious attempt
to live by a code he does not understand and which has
been weakened by generations and by a change in society
for which all the sartorises failed to account. El.mo
Howell says that every generation of Sartorises was
troubled by "the advent of new ways. lib A static code in
a world of fluX. is unworkable. Bayard Sartoris finds
himself in just such a position, and he is unable to
adjust to it or to overcome it. He is a gentleman in a
neW society, and he faiJs because he does not understand
his easily-gotten heritage or his society. Somewhat like
the Compsons discussed in Chapter II, he has lost vital
contact with his code--a code which he neither asked for
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nor I.mderstands. Richard C. Carpenter feels that Bayard
has betrayed the spirit of the code not only by the dan-
gerous deeds but also by his lla100fness and regard only
for 8e1f.1I7 Bayard has reduced the code to physical
courage, isolating courage to mean reckless behavior.
Therei'ore, he has led a fragmented life; the code has
not touched his heart.
Yet this failure is not Faulkner's final state-
ment. For man can succeed--and do so rather gloriously
even if onB man, Bayard S8rto1'i8, cannot.
CHAPTERIII
Cm1PSON
A second classification of the Faulknerian gentle-
man is the one who understands the code of t.he gentleman
on an intellectual level but who cannot put into practice
the virtues Hhich it stresses. There£'ore, this gentleman,
too, has lost vital contact withehe code. He has easily
accepted an inherited code but has so idealized it that it
canno t be workable and meaningful in human ex.perience.
Th~ SSJUndand the Fury will illustrate the gentleman of
this second classification. 'T'beSound and the Purl: deals
wi th the Compson family: Benjy, the thj_rty~thr'ee-year-old
idiot who cannot tell the difference between the golfer's
cries of "caddie!! and his sister's, Caddy's, name; QuentinIII,
the son who committed suicide at Harvard in 1910; and
.Jason IV, so money-hungry that he would steal support
money for Caddy I s daughter. Each of the three brothers
tells his story in a section of the novel; the Benjy and
Jason sections of the novel take place on April 7, 1928,
and April 6, 1928, respectively, while the Quentin section
occurs on June 2, 1910. The fourth section of the novel
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OCClH>S on Easter Sunday, ilpril 8,1928. 'l'he reader must
be aware, or course, that he is getting a one-sided view
of characters and of'actions in many instances.
'I'he action in the present concerns Caddy's daughter
Quentin (called Quentin IV) whom Jason tries to prevent
from running away and the attempts of Dilsey, the Negro
cook, to smooth over the many problems that arise. Benjy's
and Jason's sections, in addition to the fourth section, are
also set in the present. Interspersed are actions regarding
the Negro servants and the heal t.hof .!VII's. Compson. The
action in the past concerns C-i,uentin's(the son's) suicide,
Caddy's disappearanc , and frequent references to Benjy's
problems. Faulkner creates a world into which corne hatred
and bitterness. 'me Comp scns ' capaci ty to love is constantly
being tested, and they fail almost totall~ with the exception
of Caddy. Old Bayard 8artoris at least tries to represent
some of the spirit of the old code. But Jason Compsan IV makes
~ o·f trYl"n.g·tolive by i~no preuense_ -- Quentin III tries to liv8
by his conception of the code, but he has distorted it into
an impossible ideal. Quentin, upon whom this chapter will
focus, lacks the capacity to love on a hUman level; that
is, he lacks the capacity to recognize that human beings,
by their> very nature, are imperfect, that they are not
divine. This chapter will analyze Quentin's concept of'
the gentleman's code. In order to understand his concept,
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one must recognize the influence of the other member's of
the family upon Quentin~ Q;uentin1s passivity makes him
unable to adhere to the code ~ ~Che Compsons are auppo sedLy
real gentlemen" cr'heyhave, of COUX'S8, the name, the back-
ground, and the heritage of the old Southern plantation
gen tleman; but they, Li.ke the Sartorises, have los t vital
contact with the code. The Compsons, particularly Quentin
and his father, Jason III, have some intellectual under-
standing of the romantic side of the code; that is" that
a gentleman practices honor and cnj.vaLr-y , This idea was,
of cour-se, inherent in the plantation system of the Old
South from which the Compson family received its heritage ..
Their attitude contrasts with that of young Bayard Sartoris,
who acts according to a distorted and foolish idea of cour-
agee Quentin Compson, on the other hand, has raised the
chivalric ideal to an impossible level in human behavior ..
He strives for perfection, ignoring the very human element
that the code upholds~
'1.1heSOlmd and the Fury studies, among other things,
the moral decay of the gentleman and the code , 'The
Compsona, with the exception of Caddy, did not know how to
practice love, always of great importance to the codee
Quentin1s idealized concept of love makes life unbearable
for him, so he finally kills himself .. He fancies himself
in love with Caddy, though he is really in love with the
abstract perfection of his ideal. The reader retraces
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Quentin I S steps 8.8 he spends his final day at Har-var-d
before killing himself. HI t is in Quentin t.hat the doom
of the Compsona comes to consciousness," declares walter
Allen.l Quentin clings to the outmoded forms of the code---
the old chivalric order. He raises Irurnan conduct to an
unattainable level; he has an ideal for human behavior and
rejects all real life wh.ieh does not live up to his vision.
Sinee he cannot find his ideal, he comrnits suicide. This
action is contrary to the best of the code, for the gentle-
man could not merely reject life.
Before Quentin left for Harvard, he had been awar-e
of Caddy's relationship with her lover, Dalton Ames. Since
Quentin would like Caddy to be the per1'ection of womanhood,
he cannot accept her on a human level and recognize her
faults. He constructs in his mind his own incest with Caddy
in order' to force from his mind conduct which falls short
of what he considers .ideaL, Quentin knows that Caddy is
pregnant by Dalton Maes but that she plans to marry .Sydney
Herbert Head. In his dormi tory room at Harvard. C:,~uentin
thinks about the wedding announcement; ove r and over in
hi s mind spin the words "Mr. and lVIrs. Jason Hic:b..mond
2compson announce the marriage of their daughter Candace."
\'Jalter Allen, 'I'he lVIodernNovel in Bri cain and the
Uni ted states (NewYork; 1964T~p , 117.
2William f~aulkner, rI'he Sound and the FU1'X (NewYork,
1929), p , 112.
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At the same time, the narueDalton Ames keeps coming to
the fore. "Dalton Ames. It just missed gentility.
Theatrical fixture,," (p~ 111) Quentin has romanticiz.ed
an ideal 'behavior ror- Caddy; he wan ts her to be the
image of perfection. Since no one could be as nearly
perfect as Quentin wants, he is unable to accept Caddy
on any lesser level which is, of course, the human level.
Q,uentin needs some sort of ideal because he apparently
has never felt cared for himself. His mother has repeat-
edly indicated that only Jason possesses her Bascomb
blood, and she apparently favors Jason. She feels that
her husband ridicules Jason; and, therefore, she upholds
Jason I s rights. Quentin remembers over-hear-Lngconver-
sations between his mother and father where she implies
that in order to get away from the disgrace of Caddyls
affair she will take Jason and "try to forget that the
others ever were. II (p, 123) perhaps Quentin even feels
that he will get some sort of'recogni tion if he invents
the story of his incest with Caddy. Because he appar-
ently feels unworthy and somewhat unloved, he distorts
the idea of love into an impossible ideal behavior for
Caddy. 'rhe idea of inces t makes Quentin partially respon-
sible for Caddyls failure to live up to his impossible
ideal and is more punishment t'or-him. peter Swiggart
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says that s i.nce Quentin cannot al. tel' the past he has no
alternative but to commit suiGide.3
Quentin wants to help many people, but he does not
know how~ He wants to repay the family for selling Benjy I s
pas ture to pay for his education, but he is incapabl e of
doing so. (The selling of the land for a golf cour-se r-ep r-e-
s ent.s a final break wi th the c ode , for land was supposed
to be sacred to the gentleman.) Quentin is a gentleman
of il1usion.h He lives in an unreal world of clocks and
watches. He constantly worries about time. 'I'he passage
of time wrri ch Qtlentin cannot al tel' gives him a helpless
feeling~ One of the last acts he performs is to carry a
watch to hi 13 sui te-rnate I s room" Quentin feels he can
never have time to f·ulfill his potential. During his
last day he tries to help a little girl whomhe probably
equates with Caddy. The girl is lost and cannot speak
English. (.~uentin tries to find. rie r- home. He tries sev-
era1 houses and finally leaves her stand.ing !lin the road,
a small figure clasping the loaf of bread to her filthy
little dress • 3' (p •. ·1r:.'2) II t 11 h~ / -e· e 13 _er before he
leaves, "Good-bye, sister." (p. 152)
Quentin can intellectualize f'airly competently
about his existence and his role as a gentleman. He has
3peter :Swiggart, "Moral and 'I'empora1 Order in
The Sou~d a~d the Fu:r_:;Z,"Sewanee Review, LXI, No.2
(Spring, 1953), 221.
4118e Dusoir Lind, "'I'he Design and ~Ieaning of
Absalom, Absalom!:, II PI\,TLA, LXX, No.5 (December, 1955),
893. -
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a:pparently inherited this trai t from his father. 'I'he
opening of Quentin I s section of the novel deals wi th his
recalling one of his father's intellectual speeches:
It [the watch] was Grandfather I sand
when Father gave it to me he said, Quentin I
gi ve you the mausoleum. of' all hope and desire;
it's rather excrutiatingly apt that 'you w i Ll.
use it to gain the reducto absurdum of all
human experience which can J.'i t your i:ndi vidual
needs no better than it fitted his or his
father's.. I give it to you not that you may
remember time, but that you might forget it
now and then for a moment and not spend all
your breath trying to conquer it.. Because
no battle is ever won, b~ said. They are not
even fought .. (p .. 95)
Even though he can inte11ectua1ize regarding his r01e, he
often cannot put into practice his ideas. And sometimes
his ideas of honor and courage, for examp1e, are distorted
ODese He thinks that acting honorab1y wou.l.dmean forcing
Da1ton Ames to Leave town and probably inflicting physical
pain on him. But C:!,uentin is unab1e to fi11 the shoes of
a hero--or of what he t.hi.riks a hero should be ~ Russell
Roth says that Quentin is the Hpure aesthete unable to
f'unc tLon, II5 paulkner himself sugges ted that QueDtin inher-
ited from his father along with a rich tradition a basic
sense of failuree6
k
.:Jgusse11 Roth, HWi11iamF'aulkner: 'I'be 'Pattern of
pilgrimage," perspective, II, No.4 (Summer, 19)+9), 2~-7.
6l,lrederick L. Gwynn and Joseph L. Blotner (edi tors) ,
Faulkner in the University (NewYork, 1959), p. 3e
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Q.uentin has had little or no instruction from his
father in the understanding of the code. Although both
can talk about its virtues, neither really practices them
in human experience. IVlr.Compson r-et'usos to acc.ep t, respon-
sibility for his family and wastes away in drinking. Perhaps
he has been disillusioned, f'orhe, too, has expected perfec-
tion in every area of his life.
Quentin! s brothers provide f'urt.her- illumination of
his character. Benjy, the idiot, tests the Compsons! capae-
ity to love. Mr. and Mrs. Compson and Jason find Benjy only
an added responsibility; in fact, Mr. Compson has abdicated
responsibility for caring for him. Jason finds him merely
disgusting. Caddy is the only Compsoll.who can love Benjy
for what he is and who does not demand anything from him.
Catherine B. Baum says that Caddy! s Ii.fe repre sen ts "Love ,
compassion, pity, and sacrifice in a family destroying
i t.seLf' through its lack of these quali ties. n7 Benjy can
sense her love; therei'ore, he loves her in his simple way.
He is upset when he i'inds Caddy wi th one of'her beaux, and
he is the one whom she does not wish to hurt by her actions.
Benjy yearns for Caddy even years after her disappearance.
It is Benjy 1 spas ture which is sold to pay for Quentin 1 s
education, and Quentin feels guilty about this. Faulkner
7Catherine B. Baum, "The Beaut.Lf'uLOne: Caddy
Compson as Heroine 01' 1'he Sound and the :F'ury,I!Modern
Fiction Studies, XIII, No.1 (Spring, 1967), 35.
-
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says that Quentin waited to complete the t'uf.L acade.mic
year before he committed suicide so that he would get
all the value from his tuition, since that tuition had
been paid for by the sale of Benjy's pasture. Quentin
knew that ~he pasture '~ad been the one thing, excepting
that same sister ..• which his youngest brother •..
had loved. n (p. lCJ)
.Iason IV is unlike Quentin in that he has no
ideal--only a lust for materialism. He has no capacity'
for love or compassion. He has totally lost contact
wi th the code. Lf it can be said that some Sartorise s
were at least trying to keep the spirit of the code alive,
it can equally well be said that ,Jason Compson has lost
almost all manifestations of the code of the gentleman.
While it will be agreed that Jason IV received little or
no instruction from his father regarding the actions of
a gentleman, he himself represents the final degeneration.
Jason's desire to have material possessions reflects his
distance from the virtues which the code stresses. None
of the virtues are measured in terms of money or prestige.
Jason says of himself, illnever had tLme to go to Harvard
like Quentin or drink myself into the ground like £ilather.
I had to work. i! (p. 199) Jason has always been concerned
with work. He wants money because money represents secu-
rity, he thinks. In April, 1928, he is concerned with
3c:;- ./
his "('Torkin the hardware store and '\I<Ii th £'inding Quentin,
his niece, who has stolen money from his room and has left
town with a car-n.i.vaL bum. (Jason has been stealing the
support money wh i ch Caddy sends for her daughter.) After
a chase and a fight, Jason is left with only a splittin
headache. If Jason had been fighting for honor or for
upholding the family, one might say he was trying to prac-
tice the code of the gentleman. But he is doing neither.
The spirit of the code is lost further on Jason IV,
because every time he makes a choice, it is the wrong one.
True, the gentleman's code advocates the conscious effort
of choice, but one must be able to live w it.h the con88-
quences of those choices. Not only does Jason make wron~
t:»
choices, but also he constantly tries to blame someone else
for their outcome. He did not get the bank job because of
caddy's conduct and eventual divorce from Herbert Head
and also because a Snopes beat him to it. (Snopes, of
course, was that family who moved in like flies first on
French_man'8 Bend and later to Jefferson to take over.
Snopeses have no code of the gent1eman. 'I'h.e y want and need
only the semblance of the code. Certain positions which
they want demand respectability, 80 they set out to acquire
it. Like any of the other virtues, they do not want it
until they need it. And, with the degeneration of f'amilies
like the Compsons, people were easy prey for the Snopes
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clan.) Jason feels he made the wrong choice when he did
not take it upon himself to have Benjy sent to Jackson on
the occasion of Benjy's attack on a little girl who was
passing by the house. Jason succeeds only in making a
£'001 of him.self as he chases Quentin and the carni val bum
with whom 81:1ehas left t01rJD. In terms of the code, Jason
is not practicing the virtues of pity and compassion nor
exercising responsibility in the matter of choices he
makes.
Jason is ruthless in his dealings with others.
Luster ,I.:;hefourteen-year-·oldNegro boy who takes care of
Benjy, want s very much to go to the carnival. He hunts
diligently for lost golf balls in the pasture that borders
the golf course so that he can sell them to golfers. He
tries uns11ccessfully to get Jason to give him the money.
Jason refuses. Jason even has a ticket to the carnival
wh i cb he tears and throws into the fj_re before Luster's
eyes when he finds that Luster cannot pay for it. Jason
constantly rebukes his mother for her failure to establish
and to eni'orce strict rules for Quentin, his niece. His
hatred for the girl and for Caddy is evident; he regards
Quentin only as a product of her mother's sin and as an
additional burden for him. At one point after Caddy has
left, she pleads 1rJi tb Jason to let her see her daughter.
Jason finally agrees and allows Caddy to see the girl after
..
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he takes one hundred dollars from Caddy as payment for
seeing her daughter. Jason then drives by Caddy so fast
that she catches only a glimpse of her daughter. Jason
treats the Negroes as objects, berating Luster when he
cannot keep Benjy from wailing and cursing the servants
when his food is not perfect. Dilsey says of Jason,
"You rS a cold man, Jason, if man you is. I thank de
Lawd I got mo heart dan da t , even ef hit is black."
(p , 225)
What remains--if anything--of the code of the
gentleman is totally lost on JaSon IV.. One might say he
has become a Snopes. Walter Allen calls him an "honorary
snope8,,,8 whlch is perhaps even worse. At least Flem
Snopes had never had the materials of the ways of a gentle-
man; he wanted respectability only because it would serve
as an end to becoming an important person in Frenchman I s
Bend and later in Jefferson. Jason Compson's family had
the materials that a gentleman needed; but they came to
him in a weakened form, and he ignored love and pi ty and
compassion in favor of the money and pseudo-posi tion of a
businessman. Brooks says that Jason has repudiated the
code of honor and has adopted for himself a purely prac-
tical formula for conduct.9 Jason does not love; he feels
8All en, of. ci ~l:;., p , 1]_8.
9Cleanth Brooks, William Faulkner: rfheYoknapatawpha
Cou]1tr~ (NellJHaven, 1963},p. 337.
....
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very little emotion for anyt.hi.rig, A gentleman cannot go
abou t trampling the .fee1ings of others and enjoying the
hurt he inflicts as is evident in Jason's relationsh.ips
with caddy, with his niece, and with his mother.. If being
able to compete with a Snopes is ,Jason's reward, it is
also his final destruction.. Brooks feels that "to be
truly human one must transcend one I s mere intellect ilJith
some overflow of generosity and love ~~LO ,Jason can never
transcend, .for he is determined not even to recognize any
power of.love or of the heart~ One can see, therefore,
that Jason Compson is not the intellectual that Quentin
I s , But Jason is certainly as far away from t.he code as
is Quentin. Jason is his mother's favorite child, but
he continually abuses her and ridicules her ideas. Any
practice of love on his part is virtually non-existent.
None of the Compsons seem able to deal with the
present.. Jean paul sartre has argued that because FauLkne r's
characters are committed to the past they are helpless.
Sartre uses the metaphor of a passenger in a speeding car
looking not forward but backward over the road he has just
come. The passenger cannot see the future, and the present
and the pas tare b1urred in his vis ion ,,11 Clean th Br-ooks
10Brooks, op.. c2-_t.,n- 338.
1lprederick Je Hoffman and 01ga W" Vickery (editors)
1.4i11iamFaulkner: Three Decades of Criticis~ (New York, '
I9bo;,-p-~ 225.
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feels that !la more accurate w:ay of stating the truth that
inheres in Sartra's view is to say: man's very freedom
is bound up vJi th his sense of having some kind of t'u tur-e ,
Unless he can look ahead to the f'ut.ur e , he is not free.,,12
rl'he CompsonsI problem is just this: they are so busy
be in g boun d to the past t.ha t they j_ gnare the I'u tur-e , or,
like Jason IV are so busy preparing for the future that
they ignore the present. 'l'he gentleman's code demands an
active striving to acquire and to practice the v i rt.ue s it
advocates. One cannot practice them in the present or in
the future if he remains so cognizant of one that he i'or-
gets the other.
Perhaps one I s final atti tude towar-d the Compsons
is sympathy, for theirs is a tragedy of tremendous pro-
portions. Their tragedy seems to lie in the :fact that
they once knew the virtues of the code of the gentleman;
and by passive acceptance and idealization, they have lost
the spirit of the code. Even if Quentin wants to find it ,
he is incapable of doing so. The Cumpsons will never be
capable of brotherhood; they hate each other too much,
even as the Snopeses do. rrhe freedom that; Jas on IV knows
has led him away from, not toward, the truths of the
heart embodied in pity and compassion and love, because
that freedom is not based on love 811dcompassion but on
12 k . t "29Bro0 s , .£E." c l' ., p....J •
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money and possessions. Quentin r s search for an ideal
has resulted only in disappointment, for he has so Lnt.eL»-
lectualized the code that it does not relate to human
experience. Obviously if the code is not practiced in
terms of human actions, then again the individual leads
a fragmented existence; his heart is not touched. yet
again this would not seem to be Faulkner's final state-
ment. For man is not doomed to tragedy if he knows and
practices the teachings of the heart.
CHAPTEH IV
SU'l'PEN
Absalom, Absalom !with its central character 'I'homa e
Sutpen illustrates yet another kind of Faulknerian gentle-
man. '1'1:1eSartoris gentleman, with his decadence and
fatalism, and the Compson gentleman v.ri t.hhis bent either
for an unattainable ideal or for a materialistic success
both illustrate an inability to understand or to practice
the best of the spiri t of' the code of a gentleman. 'I'hornas
Sutpen, on the other hand, illustrates the attempt to
create the code by force of will. Both the Sartorises
and the Compsons inherited their code; Sutpen did not.
He feels that he could create that code even though he has
no prior knowledge of it and certainly no heritage of it.
Absalom, Absalom! tells the story of 'I'h.oma.a Sutpen
who appeared out of nowhere in J833, acquired one hundred
miles of land, and set about to become a gentleman. He
has a grand design; he wants a son to whom he could
leave his vas t for t.une and ber i t.age , In order to accorn-
plish his design, he needs land, a house, and a wife,
so he sets out methodically to acquire them. In
Haiti, he leaves his first wife and young son, Charles Bon,
when he discovers that she is part Negro. He comes to
Yoknapatawpha County and marries Ellen Coldf1eld who bears
him a son and a daughter, Henry and Judith. Henry and
Charles become i'r'iendswhile at the univers1ty, and Henry
brings Charles home. Charles and Judi thofall in love,
and Sutpen forbids their marriage wi thou.t telling Judi t.h
the reason. In a fight Henry kills Charles and Leaves
sutpen's Hundred. Later Bon's son by his mistress appears
at the plantation, and Judith eventually dies of yello",
fever while caring for the boy who is afflicted with the
disease. \tlhen,after Ellen I s death, Rosa Coldfield refuses
to bear sons for Sutpen, he turns to JVlil1yJones, grand-·
daughter oflivash .Jones, a "hanger--ori " at the plantation.
Milly Jones bears him a daughter, and Wash, incensed at
sutpen's denial of the child, kills all three.
Faulkner employs :Caul'narrators to tell Sutpen's
story. Miss 11.08aColdfield, lVir.Compson, and Quentin
Cornpsori and his Canadian r-omma te Shreve, all tell the
reader parts of' the story. Quentin and Shreve in their
dormitory room at Harvard playa game of'probabilities;
that is, from the information they have, they fill in what
might have occurred. Obviously some of their assumptions
are correct and some are not.
It is within the context, then, of the complicated
ac tions and narration of' the story that this chapter Hill
attempt to anaLyze Thomas 8utpen in terms of the code 01'
t.he gentle:ma.n. rl'homas sutpen believed It that the ingre~
dients of morality were like the ingredients of pie or
cake and onee you had measured them and balanced them and
mixed them arid put them in the oven it was all f LnLshe d
a.nd nothing but pie or cake could come
1out." 'I'hi s beli e:C
was, of course, Sutpen1s downfall. He believed he could
create the code of a gentleman by sheer force of will.
Unlike the 8artoris es or the Compsons, 81.1_tpen had no
southern heri t age to live up to. 'Through a general lack
of unders tanding, Sutpen abused the code. Subperi says,
"I had a design. To accomplish it I should require money,
a house, a plantation, slaves, a family--incidentally, of
course a wife. I set out to ac qu'l.r-e these, asking no
favor of any man. II (p , 263) Sutpen li terally worked r r-om
a blueprint. First he had to acquire the land, the house,
and the slaves, and then he could set about getting the
r)
wife. C sutpen does not see where he went wrong , and he
does not see why he went wrong. Because of this lack of
understanding, he may be called an innocent. However, his
innocence does not excuse his abuse of the code of the
gentleman.
lWilliam Faulkner, Absalom, A?salom{ (New York,
1936), p , 103.
~1\jlelvin Backlnan, "Sutpen and the Soutb: A Study
of Absalom, Absalom!,11 PlvILA,LXXX,No.5 (December', 1965)
596-:------ -- '
sutpen needed aLL the q'ualLties of the gentleman
in order to carve his empire from 1:;118one hundred miles
of land he a.cqu i r-ed in Yoknapatawpha County. He gets his
fine house built using the ltdld Negroes with whom he oi'ten
fought as sport. He wins the hand of Ellen Coldfield,
daugh.ter- of a IVlethodistdeacon, to provide him w it h r-eap ect>
ability in the community.
Sutpen aLwa y's exercises the gent Leruan r s power of
choice, and the choices wh.i.ch he makes are always calcu-
lated to advance his design. He leaves his first wife when
he finds that she has Negro blood; he forbids Henry's
bringing Charles home; he forbids Judith's marriage to
Henry_ Sutpen asks :Rosa Coldfield to bear him a son; when
that plan does not work, he has a child by Milly Jonos.
When he learns that the child is a girl, he indicates that
Hilly will be cared for in much the same 1tJayas an anIrnal
who has just given birth would be cared for. These choices
will illustrate the coldness and the calculation with which
sutpen makes decisions. Almost all his decisions are based
on whether or not they will help to auvance his Josizn.
Inherent in the code is, of cour se, the gentleman's prero~-. <:)
at;ive to make choLces; indeed, he must make choices at all
points in his life. The trouble with Sutpen's choices, in
terms of the code, lies in the fact that they invariably
hurt others. He simply refuses to acknowledge the fact
tha t others have the capacity to be nur t , £i'aullmer
descri bes Sutpen I s soli t.ude as that of 11 con tempt and
distrust which success brings to himlriho gained :i. t
because he was strong .•.• !I (p. 103) Sutpen uses
people, and. in so doing he denies man ' s essenti a1 human-
ity. This denial is, of course, the reason for the
failure of his design, though Sutpen is nnable to recog-
nize it as the reason for his failuro.
sutpen \!Jants to establis11 that man Lmmort.a L
by trying to be as good as the next man.3 His design
is the 1rJaYto imrnortali ty .\;1fnen as a boy heVJas told
by a slave to go to the back door of a mansion (Hhite
trash could not come to the front door) ,bis design
began. He woul.d not be humiliated. But the accomplish-
ment of his design t.ook years .• d.emanded total dedication,
and destroyed several lives before pl.ayi.n g i t.seLf out.
By dOll.ying humani by, sutpen denied t.he valuos of
the h$art--10ve and eompassion, especially. John Longley
feels that Su_tpen does not understand the Horkings of
rnora1ity.~· sutpen's initial crime "JaS tile derii aL of his
L
first Hii'eo;'> With this denial came his refusal to
~)
.JFrederick L. GHynn and Joseph L. Blotner (editors),
.Fau1kner in the Un:Lversity (Ne1rJYork, 1959), p , 35.
LfJohn Le"ltJjsLongley, JI'., '}'ll.c'Tragi c Mask: A ~t)_dy
of ~ler' S Heroes (Chapel Hill, North Carolina~r9...J7 ,
p. 6.. c
;'>118e wsoir Li.nd , "The Design and Heaning of Absalom,
!E..sal_~m!;!~, LXX, No. :) (Deeember, 1955), 902. ~-----
recognize his part Negro son, Charles Bon. Bon himself
may have known of his Negro blood. Paulkner suggests
that the knowledge was not important until Bon realized
that it was important to sutpen. Bon wanted only some
hint of recognition from Sutpen, but Sutpen never gave
him this satisfactioDe BOD was in the houe e when he
visi ted Henry, yet Sutpen riever acknowl.edged his r-e l.a-
tionship. (Of course, it must be remembered that
relationships between whites and tainted blood were not
. d· the South at this time.6)recogn:.Lze· J_n __ Shreve and
Quentin attribute to Bon the idea that one must have
honor and pride. Bon could have neither as long as
sutpen refused to acknowledge him.7 yet here the reader'
sees sutpen denying his own son. Bon, of C01J.rse,does
not fit into sutpen's design. Sutpen does not hate Bon,
nor does he hate Bon's mother. Neither Bon nor his
mother will help sutpen establish his empire; therefore,
he simply abandons them. He is totally dedicated to his
dream, and his dedication forces him to reject everything
and everyone who will not help t.hat dream to materialize.
By the best of the code one cannot merely reject or ignore
numan i ty and expect to endure. But sutpen, in his 1nno-
cence o.f the code, assumes that he can force his design
into being.
6Lind, op. cit ;, p. 903.
7Duncan Aswell, '."I'hePuzzling Design of Absalom
Abs aLom l v " 'I'heK8n~o~Review, XXX, No. 1 tIssue~, 196~),
"83. - -
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Sutpen deni.es humarrit.y f ur-t.he r by his rejection
of Clytie, his Negro daughter. His denial of Clytie is
different from his denial of Bon. Sutpen allows Clytie
to live in the house. She listens to conversations with
Judith; she hears Sutpen's proposal to Miss Rosa. By
what; the reader can piece together from Quentin's and
Shreve'S account of Sutpen, Clytie is probably aware
that she is tDe half-sister of Henry and Judith. Yet
Sutpen treats her much like a pi ece of f'ur-n i t.ur-e; she
is always t.her-e and does not cause him any trouble.
Since it is unLi.keLy that she will hinder sutpen from
pur-au ing his dream, he allows her to remain in the house.
Unlike Bon, she presents no threat to sutpen. In his
rather abstract denial of Clytie, Sutpen is nonetheless
abusing the best of a code which teaches the importance
of each human being.
sutpen denies Judith in yet a different way. He
destroys her chance for happiness by his re.fusal to
explain 1rJ"hyhe will not permi t her marriage to Char-Le s ,
Judi ttl has the capaci ty to love; Sutpen does not. He
feels tha t he cannot acl{nO\Jfledge Charles as his son, and
nei ther can he explain to Judi th why she cannot marry
him •. Judith's capacity for love eventually brings about
the repudiation of sutpen's des l.gn , Even her death is
motivated by her love for the part Negro son of Bon in
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that she nurses him through yellow fever but dies herself.
Brooks feels that J-udi th' s capaci ty for suffering and for
Lov e transcends her father I s in cap ac I ty for love ..8
Finally sutpen denies human it.y in his app aI.Ld ng
treatment of his slaves. Sutpen I s slaves ar-e a raarri.»
festation of a sin, the sin itsel.f being the rape of the
. 9land for individual gaa.n , His cus torn of fighting wi th
them is barbaric and almost wi thout equal rOY' ehe er- hor-r-or ,
people come to watch these Lights much as they would any
other spectator sport; yet other planters would not think
of engaging in fights lid t.h their own slaves" Sutpen says,
"You got to have land and niggers, and a fine house .. . .. ..
(p .. 238) Brooks feels that Sutpen needed to prove to his
slaves and to himself that he is the better man.lO If
this is so, then sutpen needed to prove this to others
besides the slaves because he also treated the French
architect who built the house much like a slave.. The
architect is beaten when he tries to escape. But .• Negro
or white, it is Sutpenls dismal f ai Lur-e to see a person as
a person wi th feelings and emotions that is wr-ong in t.e rrns
of the code.
8Cleanth Brooks, ~Hlliam F'aullmer:
Countr_L (NewHaven, 1963T,-p .. 30~ ..
9Wa1ter Sullivan, "'1'11e 'l'ragic Design of Absalom,
Ab~aJ.om!,1! South Atl_?ntic Q,uarter:_ly, L (October, 19S1"T; 559.
lOBrooks, op .. cit", p .. 300e~__.....
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In addi tion to the denial of human i ty, Sutpen 's
design represents the curse of the land. He carves an
empire on one nundr-e d miles of land that cannot really
belong to anyone. The land is not sacred to sutpen; he
merely needs it to fulfill his dream. H'i.s design demanded
both land and a wife, and so he acquired them both. His
wife, Ellen Coldfield, was necessary to bear him sons and
also because of her father's church affiliation. Backman
feels that since she was daughter of a proper Southerner,
she would help Butpen build his plantation system; she
would have the qualities necessary to run the mansion.ll
Once Sutpen had his respectable wife, he could set about
acquiring his sons. :~"'aulknersays that Absalom, Absalom[. . .- ..._
is tithe story of a man who wanted a son and got too many--
got so many that they destroyed him.H12 Perhaps it is
more nearly accurate to say that the heritage of these
sons and sutpen's treatment of them destroyed him. Bon
was ultimately destroyed trying to be accepted by society
and by sutpen,13 and Henry was destroyed because he accepted
the responsibility for killing Bon.14 So Sutpen lost both
sons. Donald Kartiganer f'eeLs that sutpen' s problem IIapart
11Backman, ..£:!2..!'_.Ei.!., p. 601.
12Gwynn and Blotner, op.. cit., p , 71.
13 1 ·t 9Long ey, Ope Cl ., p. •
lL~Brooks, .£l?..!_cit.,p , 304.
f'r-ornthe gr-ace , gentleness, the cour-t.e sy which Sutpen
assuredly lacks, is the refusal to recognize simple human
"I nI5"va_ue.
Sutpen builds his design realistically and cOIl,scien--
tiously and in violation of every principle of the heart
because of his abuse of land and people. He does not
16accept or expect favors. After the loss of Henry and
Bon, Sutpen sees Lhat Hiss Hosa might give him a last
chance to realize his drearn, so he proposes that she bear
him a son. She h.e rae Lf claims that Sutpen "wasn 't even a
1~7gentleman.!! And finally, of'course, Milly Jones func-
tions purely as an object with which Sutpen can hop fully
accomplish his design. His complete disregard for the
feelings of other people shows his inability to understand
the code by which he wishes he could live. In short,
sutpon wan t s to be the gracious Southern planter. He
does not even al.Low the Civil War to damago his vision.
But Sutpen mistakenly assumes that because he wants the
respectability, the charm and grace, he can objectively
set out to get them. He thinks that. all one needs to do
is to acquire the trappings of th£ kind of life one wishes
15 '- Donald lVl. Kartiganer, "Faulkner's Absalom, Absalom!
The Discovery of>Values, II A:cner~canLi tera turo, XXXVII ~ liTo.3
(November, 1965), 292.
16Lind, op. cit., p. 906.
17Ibid.
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to 1ive--in his case, land, house, and sons. Faulkner's
code of the gentleman does not operate in such a manner.
According to the code, the design is wrong because it
denies humanity. Lind says that Sutpen fails through
lIinnate deficiency of moral insight.n18 His only desceD-
dant is the idiot, Jim Bond, not the long line of sons he
had hoped for. For Henry returned to Sutpen' s Hun dr-ed
and lived as a recluse in the attic. Both Quentin and
Miss Rosa suspected that someone else was in the house,
and on a trip to sutpen Is Hundred on the night before
Quentin left for Harvard, he finds Henry in the attic.
Sb.ortly after this, Clytie set fire to the mansion, kill-
ing herself' and Henry. So even wi t.h the bes t of intentions,
sutpen did not leave a vast heritage. He was bound to fail,
for he did not have the tools of tmderstanding whiCh a
gentleman had to possess.
One finds it difficult to see Sutpen as a character;
he clearly comes across to the reader as a larger-than-life
figure. However, one never sees sutpen directly; he is
always described by people who have their own set of values
and their own prejudices 0 Critics Frederick Gwynn and
Joseph Blotner feel that none of these people know the
t.r-u th about Su tpen .19 While Faulkner I s code requires some
18Ibid., p. 887.
19G111Tynnand Bloener, 0..2. cit ; , p. 269.
sort of self- examination and responsi bili ty. it does not
advocat.e actions wh'i.ch are self-destructive., Pride in
one IS heri tage does not rie ceesar'd Ly mean a pride so fierce
it treats others with Lrihuman arrogance. Sutpen refuses to
accept the Negro as a person. If this is Sutpen1s fatal
flaw~-or one of them--then it may be considered the flaw
of all the South. (Of' course, several cri tics have
likened the entire book to a parable of the fall of the
South, suggesting that sutpon is both the pride and the
shame of the South.) 20
sutpen represents creative effort gone astray. He
haS a defini te goal, and he knows wha t he ba s to do in
order to reach that goal. He is trying to be a gen tle-
man. He fail s because, in the final analysis, he fail s
people. Even as Quentin Compson shrieks to Shreve, "I
don't hate it," one senses that he hates the bad quali-
1 2Jties in the South he oves _- Q,uentin1s inability to
come to terms wi t.h his Sotlth par-aL'l eLs 'l'homas sutpen IS
inabili ty to see why he was wrong in his design. Sutpen
did not understand that nature and people may not be
possessed by man; "if either is ravished, the fact of its
22
ravishment acco:mplishes t.ho final revenge." - In fairness
20Backman, op.. cit., p. 604.
21Gwynn and Blotner, op. cit., p. 43.
22Russell Roth, "William Faulkner: The Pattern of
Pilgrimage," p~sJ2ective, II, No. Lt- (Summer, 19Lt-9)' 250.
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to sutpen, it must be admitted that there were other
gentlemen who did not understand the code. '1'heSartorises
and the Compsons are examples. yet sutpen deliberately
set out to create the code by will and by abusing it,.
failed to acquire any semblance of iL
sutpen does not allow love to enter his design at
all. If the human heart does not feel love, it cannot
recognize the emotions of others. sutpen tries to cr-e at.e
the code by using only his intellect, and so he can never
yield to the teachings of the heart. Absalom and 'l'homas
sutpen are excellent examples of Faulkner Is t.echni.que
and total legend, but as a gentleman who understands and
practices the verities of the heart, sutpen is a failure.
One may assess him an innocent, but in terms of a gentle-
man, the Faulknerian character must not only responsibly
choose his course of action, he must come to a realization
of what he has or has not accomplished and live with the
consequences of his actions. sutpen never sees; he never
perceives the heart of the code, for his perception is
limi ted by the necessi ty to accomplish his design. r-1erely
wanting to become something is not enough. sutpen could
never succeed in terms of the code because he did not know
love, honor, sacrifice, and compassion 0
CHAprrER V
PHIE3'r
Faulkner's last novel, The Reivers, represents a
synthesis of the code of the gentlernan for the gentleman
of the t"\rJentiethcentury. rr'heHeivers is a warm and
comic trea tmen t of the vas t communi ty of Yoknapa t.awpha
county that Faulkner had always written about. It does
not possess the heavy doom and/or tragedy of any of the
three novels previously discussed~ Rather it is a light-
hearted statement of the possibilities for excellence in
the gentleman if he learns and practices wna t his riear-t.
teaches himeWj_J.liam Faulkner has acknowledged three
sources for the wri tel': imagination, observation, and
experience" Faulkner says that the writer probably does
not know or care h01nTmuch of anyone he is using at a
. t. 1glven .lme .. The reader will find a liberal sprinkling
of all three in The Reiver~.
HReiver" is an old word .for I!thief~" Though the
events in Faulkner's novel do not necessarily recount
the adventures of thieves, much wagering and bargaini.ng
lFrederick R. Gwynn and Joseph L~ Blotner (editors)
Faulkner in the u:niversity (NelnTYork, 1959), p , l03~ ,
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occurs. 'The events recounted in 'I'he_Rei ve~. occur in
1905. Actually the entire book is a flashback told by
Lucius priest in 1961 when he is in his six.ties& Lucius
is a central character in the novel; it is he who is, in
t'ac t , initiated into the adultworld~ 'I'he Priest family
is also an old name in ,Jefferson e By 1905 the automobile
Hith all its fascinations and frustrations has come to
.Jefferson, and Lucius I father owns one of the horseless
carriages.. \1lhenLucius I mother and father are called out
of town to attend a funeral, Boon Hogganbeck, a perennial
sportsman, takes the car belonging to Lucius I par en ts 811d
Lucius himself on a wild excursion to Hemphis. Both
Lucius and Boon know that they should not go. On the way"
they find that Ned McCaslin, a Negro, has come along as a
st.owaway, 'r:he journey to 1I1emphisis nearly impossible
over terrible roads and flooded Hell Creek bottom. Once
in JVlemphisthe three stay at Miss Hebala brothel (a place
which Boon has prior knowledge of) so that Boon can see
his girl friend, Everbe. In the meantime Ned has traded
the car for a horse which will run only when he discovers
the secret to making it r-un, After much involved barter-
ing and a trip to Parsharn, the village which is the scene
of the nor-se race, the three finally get the car back
after engaging in a horse race and make the return trip
to Jefferson. Boon and Everbe are married, and one assumes
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that Everbe will begin to lead a more conventional life.
After such "dId events, Lucius learns a great deal about
'I:;hereality of living. ~fil1iam Rossky says that "Luc i.us
wi ththe help of 11.i8 rearing learns the virtues of pity
2and pride and endurance. 11 Joseph Gold feels that what
Lucius learns is humani em, lia compI'ehensive acceptance
of the human condi tion as a meaningful phenomenon e 113
'l'lle Rei vel'S can be vi.ewed as F'aulkner' s i'inal s tate-
ment in t.er-ms of his gentleman. 'rhe gentleman is not
perfect; yet neither is he wholly imperfect. }Ie is living
in a moder-n "",orld, and he has learned to cope "yit.h that
\florld, at least to some degree e He does not own a large
pl.an t-at.Lon or slaves, for he exists in the twentieth cerr-
tury. He is an old 1'11anlooking back on an eventful time
in his childhood. He remembers with nostalgia and perhaps
w i t.ri recocnition. But, most important, he has come to terms
w ith himself. He does not abuse ot.her-s or t.he land. Inher'-
erit in any twentieth century man are some wrong portions of
an inheri t anc e 1J1yhich came to him already f'ormed , But bo
tries to make of the human heart today something better
than itwasyescerday, to pa.r-aprrraa e B'aulkner. He acted;
-
2\jJil1iam Hossky, !I'fhe Reiver's: Paulknerls '1'empesc,1I
llIississippi Quarterly, XVITJ~', No-:-2 (Sprinc;, 1965), 93.----~ ---
3Joseph Gold, Willi811l Faulkner: A Study in Humanism
from Metaphor to Discourse (Norman, OklarlOma, 1966), p , 175.
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he tried; and he lived vJi th the consequences of that
action., It is in this respect t.ha t this chapter will
focus upon Lucius Priest as Faullmer IS examp Le of the
gentleman of the modern world.. Lucius can absorb the
code of the gentleman as an intellectual and an emo-
tional entity, and he can practice its teachings in the
region of human relationships where the heart must live ..
'While it is easy to dismiss 'n10 Reivers as merely
a warm and comic presentation of a boy's adventures or
misadventures or as an apprenticeship or initiation
novel, one may also view the novel as the culmination of
the qualities one looks for and ultimately finds in the
gentleman who has practiced the virtues as best he knew
how. Certainly when Lucius tells the story in 1961, he
is in his sixties, but the events of 1905 are still quite
meaningful to hirn, '}limehas brought them into perspec-
tive, but Lucius still kno,,'[swhat he learned from the
trip to TJ[emphisand from the confrontation with punish-
ment in the basement of his family1s home when he got
back to Jefferson.. AS he grows older, he remembers his
initiation into adulthood, so to speak, when he made the
fa teful trip to r1emphis.
By his trip to MemphiS, Lucius learns three basic
attributes of the code of a gentleman: he learns that a
gerrt.Lemandoes not lie; he learns that a gentleman
practices honor; and he learns that a gentleman accepts
responsibili ty for what he does ~ These t.hr-e e lessons are
certainly a part of Faulkner's truths of the heart~ The
third of these three lessons is perhaps the most impor-
tant because it represents the best of the code of the
gentleman. (Obviously there will be overlapping as these
somewhat arbitrary categories are discussed with refer-
ence to Luciu.s.) Interwoven with the gentleman and his
code is, of course, the initiation theme; and Lucius'
lni tiation into aduL thood via the trip to lVIemphiscer-
tainly illustrates that theme. Lucius is clearly not
the passive fyentleman of the compson or the Sartoris clan ..
_ <:)
Lucius' family belongs to the Old South and its heritage,
although the days of the mansion and the slaves are far
removed from Lucius. Lucius is not afraid to act, as is
first demonstrated by his choice to go with Boon to
lVIemphis. He constantly makes suggestions for getting the
car through Hell Creek bottom while at the same time wish-
ing desperately that he had not come on the trip because
he knew it was wrong in the first place. Lucius is ready
to defend Everbe because he thinks she deserves it, and
he is ready to fight otis, the boy at Miss Reba's, when
otis makes unkind remarks about Everbe. Lucius does not
always understand what he is doing or why he is doing it,
but he is always ready to take some action ..
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'I'rie first lesson mentioned that Lucius learns is
that a gentleman does not lie 8 Certainly this is a part
of courage and honor wbi ch the gentleman Is code demands.,
Irmat really troubles Luci.us when he returns from his
adventure in Memphis is that he broke his promise to
look after the younger chlldren., He tells Aunt Callie
and his father simply, "I lied." Lucius is tremendously
concerned wi.th whether or not a gentleman should do cer-
tain things or act in a certain manner, and he is
instinctively sure that a gentleman does not lie. Bach
gentleman attempts to create his own understanding of
the code, and one's conduct is based on the moral order
of the clan, according to Holman.4 Lucius' own moral
order of his own clan will not permit him to lie. He
has seen his father demonstrate the virtue of truth. In
one instance, he has seen his father refuse to acknow-
1edge the existence of'something rather than to lie about
it. John powell, a neighbor, has come to see Mr. Priest;
powell has a pistol wi th hi.m, Lucius I comment about the
incident is: "if .Father were ever compelled to
ac1rnO\..Jledgethe pis tol was there, he would have to tell
John either to leave it at home tomorrow, or not came
4C" Hugb Holman, Thre~ IVlodesof southern Piction
(Athens, Georgia, 1966), p. 36.
I-
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c:back himself. n.> .Joim would not compel ]VIr.p:J::'iestto
acknowledge the presence of the pistol, and Mr. Priest
refused to acknowledge it, thereby saving botD from a
lie. "Both of them • • • handled it as mutual gentle-
men must and should •• iI (p , 8)
A second lesson that Lucius learns is that a
gentleman practices honor. In his relationships Hith
"vomen a g;entleman never violates honor. The goings-on
at Miss Hebals both fascinate and shock Lucius. He is
shocked when he learns that Boon has hit Everbe. No
gen tleman ever hi ts a lady. rrhatEverbe mi grrt be con-
sidered something less than a lady by many people is of
no consequence to Lucius. Lucius and otis get into a
fight because otis has made uncomplimentary remarks about
women and because he has spied on Everbe and made a peep
r
show out of her promiscuity, according to Joseph Gold.o
I t is Lucius I staunch support of the lady he supposed
Everbe to be that accomplished her reform. Lucius
believes that everyone has honor, illustrated by the
fact that he defends Everbe. Gold feels that this very
humanity is Horth saving.'! In addition to his relation-
ships with Homen" a gentleman must be honorable in all
p. 8.
6Go1 d , op. c t t , , p. 180.
7Ibid.-
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other actions, too. He does not go back on a wager even
if it is as complicated as the ncr-s e-u-ac i.ngwager e Lucius
learns that skin color has little to do with honor.. Uncle
parsham, the Negro whom he meets at Parsham, practices
honor toward Lucius.. He cares for Lucius and treats him
well. He allows Lucius to cry when he recognizes that
Lucius is homesick and afraid. But before they go into
the house, Uncle parsham sees that Lucius washes his face
in the trough, thus saving Lucius' honor when he reaches
the house.. When Mr. poleymus, with whom the wager has
been made, says, "I don't think I like that--a white boy
staying with a family of niggers," Ned says, "Therels
somewhere the Law stops and Just people starts.1t Mr"
poleymus says, "you1re right." (p. 243) Lucius learns
that "no gentleman ever referr'ed to anyone by his race
or religion .." (p..1~-3)
'1'hethird lesson that Lucius learns is perhaps
the most important of all: a gentleman accepts responsi-
bility for his actions. Acceptance of responsibility for
his actions makes the gentleman able to practice courage
and honor and all Faulknerls virtues in the best way he
knows how. 'I'hissense of responsibili ty for action is
what many of Faulkner's gentlemen who failed never under-
stand. Olga Vickery has stated that "man possesses
responsibility for all his acts because he exists in time.,j:3
801gaW ..Vickerv, The Novels of William 11J , ....:_ ~;;_:F....:aurner
(Baton Rouge, 1964), pe ZS~
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Time may change a man I s actions, but it will not aLtel"
his responsibili ty for those actions ~ One cannot r-ef'us e
to act, thinking that by doing so he can escape any
wrong-doing.. Lucius is perfectly capable of'making the
rational decision not to go with Boon on the trip to
Memphis" Indeed he kn01rJS that he ought not to go. He
has responsibilities toward the younger children at home ..
By deciding to go, however, he commits himself to the
actions that take place while he is gone. He learns to
accept responsi bili ty,and he learns the difficult road
to adulthood. Lucius has several good. examples before
him of people who are taking responsibility for their
actions. They are not all gentlemen, but they do possess
this trai t of the gentleman. Colonel Linscomb and Mr.
van Tosch, whom he meets in Memphis, Ned and Uncle Parsham
Sh01N understandi ng in dealing with Lucius, an eleven-year-
old boy. They want to help when they see that be is afraid ..
Elizabeth Kerr suggests that Uncle parsham becomes a kind
of substitute grandfather in that he is kind to Lucius ..
She feels that Uncle parslu:l1nacts in a grandfatherly way
because he instinctivelY recognizes that Lucius has "the
gracious manner and sensitivity of a true gentleman.,,9
Lucius realizes that by taking responsibility for one's
action, one becomes more nearly an adult. He says,
9Elizabeth M ..Kerr, "The Rei ve r-e ; 'I'he Golden Book
of Yoknapatawpha County," Modern Flctlon Studies, XIII,
No.1 (Spring, 1967), 101.
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!jBecause now T" kn '''W w'ha_t ('I' 'Yldfathcl' "1 ' t~ _ v :r _ a",. _,_v ., e bXl .: that your
outside is just wna t you live Ln , sleep in, and has
1i tt Le c onne ct i.cn with who YO!), are and even less VITi th
what you do .." (p. 30Ll.) For 1rJhat one does he alone
mus t take the responsibilj_ty~
After' line-ius returns from ~1emphi~3,he and his
father have a confrontation Which lucius assumes ",rill
r-esuI t in a whi.ppin g.. 1;men the two go to the bas ement ,
both sense that a whipping wi1} not suffice. Lucius
thinks,
If after all the lying and deceiving
and disobeying and conniving I had. done, all
pather could do about it 'was to whip me, then
Father Has not good eriough for me~ And if
all that I had done was balanced by no more
than that shaving strop, then both of us were
debased. (p ~ 301)
1tJhenLucius I grandfather comes into the basement, Lucius I
father says that the razor strop His VJhat you would have
done to me twenty years ago ;" (p~ 301) His grandfather
replies, "Maybe I have more sense now." (p , 301) It is
at this poin t that his grandfather tells Lucius,
A gen tleman can live through anything.
He faces anything~ A gentleman accepts the
responsibili ty of his actions and bears the
burden of their consequences, even when he
did not himself instigate them but on1y acqu'-
esced to them, didn't say no though he knew he
should_ (po 302)
And tha.t. is what Luci.u.s must do--live wi th the conse»
quences of the trip. He says that he cannot do so, but
6J_j_
the reader sees by Lueius' nostalgic reminiscence in 1961
that he must have come to terms with his actions of' 1905e
If one were to assume that the trip was entirely
ill-fated, he would have missed the major conc1usion to
which Lucius comes e Lucius has seen another wor-Ld , one
that is not at all like the ,Jefferson he knows, one
tainted wi ttl all kinds of vice and corrup tion e He k.n.OWB
"that a part of this world is wrong, but he can recognize
part of' its goodnesses, t.oo, The people are certainly
not wholly bad , Everbe with her constant attempts to pro-
tect Lucius and otis shows kindness towards the boys*
Uncle parsharn tries to look after LLl.cius, and even Ned
and Boon make attempts, however inadequate these attempts
may be, to protect hi.m, Lucius has learned that men are
a combination of good and bad--indeed, that he himself
possesses this curious combination~ By the time he is an
old man he has no doubt seen much more which has sub-
s tan tia ted the conclusion he drew as a boy.. Being a
gentleman means acting; it means making decisions for
oneself ~ All those decisions \IITill not be good and right,
but they must nevertheless be attempted.. And a gentle-
man must live with VJhatever those decisions may bring,
trying always to practice courage and honor and love.
'l'he conclusion that Lucius reaches is that truth
doesn I t change. Bven when Lucius "wishes that it wou.l.d
have or should have, he realizes that it is constant~
Lucius, at eleven, knoitJSmore of life and of living than
many of the gentlemen lear'n all their Ii ves • I t may be
argued that Lucius lives in a world entirely different
from that of 'r:homas sutpen, for example.. But people
still inhabit Lucius I world; and he knows, as Sutpen
does not, that one cannot abuse people and still be a
gentleman ~ Elizabeth Kerr says tha t Faulkner I s cast of
characters in The Rei.y~~ (representing various strata
of Yoknapatawpha and Hemphis) and Faulkner's sympa t.het.Lo
treatment of most of them indicate that the values 1tJhich
he rates most highly are not nar-r-owand inhuman.lO Lucius
represents Faulkrler's final attempt to snow that mankind
is not doomed if it tries to practice the teachings of the
heart even thoug_.hthat heart will sometimes be in conflict
with itself, as Faulkner implies. Brooks has put it best
when he says that "Faulkner's work speaks ultimately of
the possi bili ties and capaci ties of the human spiri t of
. "II .finding and embodying meanrrig , LUClUS has found mean-
:Lng, although it has been a difficult lesson to learn.
The code of the gentleman, with its emphasiS on honor
and responsibility, whi ch he practiced in the best vmy he
knew how, attempts to find that meaning.. Gold says that
-------10Kerr, 0E" ci_t., p. 112 ..
llCleanth Brooks, \rli11iam l"aullrner: ~'he Yo_kpapataw.l?118;
Q01).ntr:~·(NevIHaven, 1963); p , 365...
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Faulkner is illustrating that
man is dependerit on his own e r t'or-t.s
to be a gentleman both for personal meaning
and survival. • • • A gentleman, too,
fails, but he does not give up; he suffers,
but he still hcpe e ; he makesrerrors, he
sins, but he is never loste12
rrhis passage perfectly describes Lucius Priest, F'aulkner's
final statement of his gentleman and his code ..
12Gold, 0E.... ci.~~, p.. 187 ..
CONCLUSION
\ivilllam Paulkner told 1ATriter Dan Brennan that he
ahmys stayed abou..t four or five ideas ahead of himself
in his writing.1 Perhaps he had 'Ilhe Rei vers in rnind
much earlier>. Perhaps he knew that Lucius Pries t would
be his t11'fentieth century gentleman. 'I'her e is even spec-
ulation that he ha d the entire Yoknapatawpha saga somewha t,
characterized. He Has no doubt acutely aware of the gen-
tleman's problem in living in a world of disorder.2 This
assmnption would counter many early critics' declaration
that Faulkner had no design for his South.3
It seems evident that Faulkner had a grand design
for his gentleman--not grand in the sense of material pos-
sessions but grand in the sense of matters of the heart. His
concern with values of tradition that are worth preserving,4
------_. _----
lDan Brennan, l!Faulkner Revisited, l! Writer!s Digest,
XLVIII, No.2 (Februar)', 196E3), 5L~. -
2Robert Pennv~arren (editor), Faulkner: A Collcc tion
of' Critical Essays: 'l'wenti8t_ll Cent1.ri_yie~ (Englewood -
Cliffs, New Jersey, 196iST, p . 270.
3r·,.d 13~.-.: ...., p. .
4John W. Hunt , Williarn Paulkner : Art in 'I'J:1801ogicaJ;;_
Tension (Syracuse, 196)j,p. 17;3-.:
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his acceptance of every pe~son as a man (the South could
r
deal with the Negro with humanity),~) and his belief that
each man is capable of brotherhood would seem evidence of
such a design. Various critics have pointed out the qual-
ities of the gentleman in Faulkner himself. Marshall says
that he had "t.he old-fashioned courtesy 01' a true gentle-
1'16 ., " h .mari , ~if_~"magazlne sai.d on t_ e occas i on of' his death
that Faulkner possessed an HOld South gentlemanly dignity.!)'?
Hamilton Basso, who knew Faulkner in the New Orleans days,
that the l1Little Confederate il had gr-own up. 8says
'rhat F'aulkner uses the gentleman to tell the story
q
of "human dreams, bravery, and finally of det'e at , n > seems
in error to me. The gentleman is not defeated; Lucius
Priest is, in effect, a good man. If the gentleman is
defeated, it is because he forgot or he never knew the
verities of' the human heart. He became obsessed, as
some writers did, with the glands, not with the heart,
S-Warren, op. cit., p. 17.
6I,enore Harsha11, 1!rrhe Power of ~{ords, rt Saturday
Hs,:!iev,f, XLV, No. 29 (July 28, 1962), 16.
7--::,--_--::,-,::-:=-=-' "Faulkner! s Legacy: Honor, Pi ty,
I)ride,lI Life_, LIlI, No.3 (,July 20,1962),1+.
8namilton Bas so, l'I1rJilliam Paulkner: Han and Wri tel', ,'I
Saturda,y_ Review_, XLV, No. 29 (July 28, 1962), 11.
9Hugh Holman, 'I'hr ee l\lIod~s of IVj_odernSouthern Fiction
(Athens, Georgia, 196w, p. 31.
as Faulkner sugge s ted in his Stockholm speech. 10 People
-I J
in the human dlLennua are wcr-t.h wonde r-Lrig about. --, And
these people are essentiaLLy worthwhile creatures.
paulkner says J f'vlle had all better grieve for all people
beneath a culture which holds any mechanical thing
supe'r'ior to any man The gentlemen who do
not uphold 'the best of the code b ave done 1AThatF'aullmer
warns against: made people subordinate to things.
Faullmer's final statement seems to be that man
is c apab l e of s tri ving toward, if not always reaching,
the ideal. £i'aulkner's world "has always had room in it
for a wide range of experience and is proof of t.he thesis
that human nature has the capacity for being both good
and
1-)
n "1' II -)
'J VJ_ • If man practices what his ne ar-t teaches him,
the good vvill prevail. ,Hansomhas a aLd that II to read
F'aulkner is to contemplate the common human behavior
f . -r', i!1L~under the aspect 0.: magnl a cerice , lJlarshal J says
--_.-._--_. __ .._--
10Wi11iam Faulkner, Essays ,__§r?_eechesand l"iublic
Letters, James B. lVIeriwether-lecfitor) ;--[New York, .-~),
p. 12-0:
IlF'reder:lck L. Gwynn and J'oseph L. Blotner (edi tors) ,
J1m . t.l .. , (N Y 1 10S9).po',_'L35'.~.:;_:_,~E___2:E __ ~n}~~2-~X - ew _or.l{:, 7_' _
] 21'1 11~~ . , 2-1 L--r'au_kUJ.er, 0P:,__92:-J:_., p , .ui ,
13Cleantb Brooks, 1tJilliam Faullmer: The Yolrr~apatc~w.E!la
Com::_~ (New Haven, 1963),p. 3Gb. - --
111-'John Crowe Hansom, "vJillimn F'aulkner: An Impression,"
Harvard Advocate, CXXV,No.2 (November, 1951), 17.------_ ..._-----
..
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t.hat Faulkner! s "human.ity encompassed a chaos in which
his insight revealed humor- and tragedy and raw evil
and clear goodness and the indefatigable vision of
] rman. IT -:J And that vision encompasses man capable 01'
the highest in the achievement of brotherhood because
he understands and practices the truths of his heart.
Faulkner said in his Nobel Prize Acceptance Speech
exactly what he had been saying from Yoknapatawpha
County. 'the vision he thought of in Orleans Alley
in New Orle an s was stiLL there. 'l'h.e horror is there;
but man is possessed of the capacity for sacrLfice and
l'compassion and by his soul he will endure.- 0 Such is
the essence of Faulkner's gentleman. The human spirit
will prevail.
11~ . --:Jrvlarshall,op. cIt . , p. 17.
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